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ON S.A.

I am a forensic expert and my qualification is B.sc Hons, 

Forensic Science from Amity University Noida along with practical 

training on the various subjects of Forensic Science.   I have given 

opinions in more than 500 cases in various courts of law as well as 

Govt.  and  private  departmental  inquiries.    In  this  case  I  have 

examined two dispute signatures marked as Mark D-1 and D-2 in my 

report and compared them with the comparative admitted signatures 

marked as Mark A-1 to A-6 in my report.    On careful examination 

and conclusion I am of the definite opinion that the dispute signatures 

marked as Mark D-1 and D-2 are the forged signatures and they 

have not been written by the actual writer Sh. Rahat Hassan whose 

admitted signatures are marked as Mark A-1 to A-6.   My detailed 

report is Ex.PW1/19 which is collectively running into 20 pages along 

with the observation photographs, CD and copy of the documents. 

The report bears my signature at point A along with my stamp on 

each page.   

XXXXX by Sh. Santosh Tiwari counsel for defendant.

The counsel for plaintiff had informed me about the date 

in the matter today for giving testimony before the court.  It is correct 

that I have not received the summons issued by this Hon. Court.   No 



registration number or license is required for practicing as a forensic 

expert.   (Vol.) I have a degree in the field of Forensic Science. I am 

working as a forensic expert for the last 5 years.   I did not require to 

obtain any separate guidance apart from my degree.   I  have not 

given my opinion in any other matter before this Hon. 
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Court.    The  forgery  in  this  case  is  a  type  of  free  hand  or 

simulated/copied.    I  am not  aware if  my opinion  in  this  case is 

contradicted  by  any  other  forensic  expert.    Age  of  the  dispute 

signature marked D-1 and D-2 in this case cannot be ascertained. 

(Vol.) Because there is no scientific technique established so far that 

can  determine  the  age  of  writing  accurately.    There  is  no  chief 

similarities found in between the disputed and admitted signature. 

The similarities found in disputed and admitted signatures are only 

superficial  similarities due to copying act  of  the writer  of  disputed 

signature.   

Q How many writings have your compared since you started this 

profession?

Ans.  I have compared all kinds of writing in the science of hand 

writing verification such as forged writing, disguised writing, natural 

writing, traced writing or signature, impersonating signatures etc.  

I do not remember the exact number of cases in which 

my opinions was believed or dis-believed by the courts.   It is correct 

that  I  have  prepared  enlarged  photographs  of  the  disputed  and 

admitted signature as well  as the CD of the same in my personal 

laboratory.   I have not filed any affidavit u/s.65 B of the Evidence Act 

with respect to the CD prepared by me.   (Vol.) It was not required 

and it is the exact replica of the written opinions and photographs. 



The report was couriered by me to the counsel for plaintiff after its 

preparation.    I  cannot  tell  the  exact  date  when  the  same  was 

couriered.   I  am not carrying the courier receipt right  now.   The 

alignment  habit  is  highly ascending in D-1 and D-2 signatures as 

compared to the admitted signatures marked A-1 to A-6.  The size 

and proportion  of  letters  in  the  disputed signatures  is  not  regular 

when compared with the admitted signatures.   

Q What  was  the  sizing  of  particular  letters  in  regard  to  one 

another?

Ans. The size of the letters is found irregular in disputed signatures 

as  compared  to  the  admitted  signatures  due  to  the  presence  of 

copying act of the 
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writer. 

The size was not automatic in disputed signatures.   

Q Whether  the  writer  kept  up  the  relative  sizing  of  the 

letters in words although written large or small?

Ans. The relative size of the letters is found irregular order in 

dispute  signatures  when  compared  them  with  the  admitted 

signatures.

It is already stated in my report.  The speed of writings is 

rapid order in admitted signatures but in disputed signatures it is slow 

and inconsistent.   The speed of writing is judged by the nature and 

formation of the strokes on the enlarged photographs.   The interse 

spacing between the letters is uniformed in admitted signatures while 

irregular in disputed signatures.   

Q Did  you  mathematically  measured  the  spacing  from 

letters or from the end of the final stroke to the beginning stroke.  

Ans. Spacing is not determined with the help of measuring 



scale rather it is judged by the placing and position of the preceding 

and succeeding letters found in the admitted and disputed signatures.

The spacing is not automatic in the disputed signatures. 

The degree of  slant  of  the letters in disputed signatures is highly 

backward as compared to the admitted signatures.   

Q What is the angle at which the pen was held towards the 

paper?

Ans Angle of pen cannot be ascertained in ball pen writing. 

It is a characteristics of fountain pen writing and found in the category 

of pen position which I have already stated in my report at para 6 on 

page 4. 

Pen pressure is also a characteristics of fountain pen 

writing and it  cannot be detected on the photocopy documents as 

well as ball pen writing.  

Q Was the style linear, oval, round or angular or square in 

disputed and admitted signatures?

Ans. The style is angular as well as rounded in both disputed 

and 
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admitted signatures but it is labored in disputed signatures due to the 

presence of copying act.

Q What was the finger movement?

Ans. By the nature and formation of strokes of the disputed 

signatures  I have observed that the movement is finger due to the 

presence  of  lower  order  of  writing  skill,  unsymmetrical  letter 

formations and ill define connections between the letters.   

Q Was the style the result of combined action of the finger 

and wrist, the finger predominated?



Ans. The style  is  labored in  disputed signatures  as  stated 

above. 

Q Could the writer of the disputed signature write a word 

or  combination  of  more  than  5  letters  or  characters  in  a  single 

operation?

Ans. Because disputed signatures have not been written in 

normal course of  routine, so the writing habits of  the writer of the 

disputed signatures cannot be ascertained.

It is wrong to suggest that I have prepared a false and 

biased report  at  the instance of  the counsel  for the plaintiff.   It  is 

wrong to suggest  that  the disputed and admitted signatures have 

been written by the same person. It is wrong to suggest that I am 

deposing falsely. 

RO&AC (Rakesh Pandit)       
ADJ-3/South-East/New Delhi

    09.05.2014

Statement of Sh. Suhail Khan counsel for plaintiff.

At Bar

I close plaintiff's evidence.

RO&AC (Rakesh Pandit)       
ADJ-3/South-East/New Delhi

    09.05.2014


